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THE SQUIRREL

Thank you for all the lovely nominations for our Lanesend Hero week in
school. The positive and kind comments have really raised spirits in
school and made staff feel valued and appreciated. It is not too late to
nominate a Hero for this week as we still have one day left so please do
email me and I will be very pleased to go and surprise a member of my
team with a Hero Lanyard. In contrast to this, the team and I find it
extremely upsetting when families we are supporting take to Facebook. I
have said this before, however it saddens me greatly that a platform that
was used to connect friends and share positive comments is now often
used to upset, to cause offence and to be mean about others. This is
something in school the team would never dream of doing. They work
tirelessly to support the children and their families above and beyond. It
upsets me when my team are made to feel uncomfortable by unnecessary
comments on social media. We have always had an open door policy and
try our hardest to support and improve what we do. In my eyes and my
beliefs, kindness always gets things done.
Last week in school, we completed some videos on a Reading Conference
and I hope that you found them useful in being able to support reading at
home. I am getting lots of positive feedback from the Reading Egg
programme and if you have not yet managed to log in please let us know
and we can support you. I loved the Thoughtful Thursday and feel very
proud of those children who took up the challenge and picked up litter
around our community. This week’s Thoughtful Thursday is sending a kind
message to someone else. I have been lucky enough to have already
received three kind messages from some children in Year 3. It definitely
made me feel better and I am sure it will make you feel better too. There
we go, kindness changing our days again! I also loved the Bedtime Stories
and Meet The Teacher Monday. I hope this will enable our families to feel
connected to the school during this lockdown period.
As you may be aware, this year is National Census and today some of the
children watched a live lesson from Professor David Olusoga who spoke
about equality representation and the Census. They have produced a
learning pack for the children called ‘Lets Count’ which the children will be
exploring over the next few weeks leading up to the Census which is taking
place Sunday 21st March 2021 (hopefully we will be back in school by
then!) You can also check the information out on www.letscount.org.uk.
The Census is a great resource to share with your children and the history
of where we live. Even looking up who used to live in your house and what
jobs they did would create a great discussion and how time has changed
the way we live. I also believe that they release the census of 1921 after
100 years have passed since it was first published and this is due to be
released in 2022. I will put it in my diary!
This week in school, we begin our Rain, Steam and Speed week five. This
is the last week before half term and we are going to try and perform our
‘sing up’ song, ‘The Wellerman’ that Mr Andre is leading on. I cannot wait
to see the finished song so do not forget if you are at home or in school to
send in your videos and hopefully we will have a fabulous montage of the
Lanesend ‘The Wellerman’. Dance Live tomorrow is for Year 4.
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It would have been our Games Night for year groups in school next
Thursday but I have just come up with a new idea that I will run past the
Charity Committee and the team here at school to see if we could
organise a virtual Family Quiz Night as a fundraiser but also a bit of family
fun too. We end the half term with Chinese New Year and the year of ‘The
Ox’, ‘Gong Hei Fat Choi’. Happy New Year to you all! During half term
we celebrate Valentines, Shrove Tuesday and Ash Wednesday. I do love a
pancake or two! We return to school on Monday 22nd February to our
World Thinking Day.
The half term has not been easy and I take my hat off to families at home
supporting their children’s learning. This is not easy especially if you are
working at home too. To the children who continually amaze me with
their resilience and positivity and to the team who have adapted to
lockdown learning both in and out of school, have made it through and I
am really hoping that the next half term brings us all back together again.
Some reminders going forward; please can we pay any outstanding
monies. The school is not authorised to carry a debt and we do not want
our families to be in debt either as this just adds to the stresses of adult
life and I think we have enough of those at the moment. Please could you
make sure that all monies are paid for at the time of bookings. Parking: I
was sent a photograph of parking from a resident of the top of Ash Grove
which was so upsetting as I have been so impressed with cars not driving
down to the main entrance which has been so much better so lets do
considerate parking too.

Please remember to wear your face masks or coverings when collecting
and dropping off children to the school. Thank you, thank you, thank you!
Do not forget, The Den is open for Holiday Club for our keyworkers and
vulnerable families who are currently in school for the half term break
between 8am and 6pm. This is available to book and pay for on School
Money just let us know the hours you require.
A snow symbol has appeared on my phone app! This made me a little bit
excited (but then not too excited!) I just love seeing the photos of the
snow and children playing in it. I do not want to get my hopes up but I
want everybody to do a snow dance!

Caroline Sice, Headteacher
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https://www.countypress.co.uk/
news/17847887.isle-wight-girl-tragically-lost-twoolder-brothers-hair-cut-charity/

This week’s debate...
What’s going on this week?
A team of climbers from Nepal have become the first ever to
summit the world’s second highest mountain, K2, in winter. The
10 climbers reached the summit of Pakistan's K2, more than 20
years after the first winter attempt to reach the 8611m summit.
K2 is considered incredibly difficult to climb due to the high
winds and sub-zero temperatures.

Main question:
Why do people choose to climb mountains?

Gentle Reminder:
Please be considerate when parking
around the school area for collection
and drop off. Parking on double yellow
lines, across resident driveways and
turning around by the school gate is
unsafe and dangerous. Thank you.

Last week’s answer:
K. K is the same number of spaces in
the alphabet from H and N, O and G
and E and Q.
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Our challenge for
‘Thoughtful Thursday’
this week is to write
kind messages to
someone you know.
We would love to see
photos of your kind
acts! Email them to:
tara.hopkinson@lanesendpri
.iow.sch.uk

A huge well done to
the children and
families who sent us
in photos of last
week’s challenge.
We are so proud of
the wonderful work
you did out in our
community!
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Well done to Syltherin House who have taken the lead this week in our
House Point totals! The gap between Ravenclaw and Gryffindor was so close
it could all change next week! Watch this space!
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This week Year 1 have created these colourful Emotion Wheels as part of Children’s Mental
Health Week 2021. Why not give it a go at home and colour in your very own Emotions Wheel
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The Quay Arts
OFF THE RAILS Online Exhibition: Sunday 24th January – Saturday 20th March
In our latest exhibition, OFF THE RAILS, we have partnered with Isle of Wight Steam
Railway to celebrate their 50th anniversary moving from Newport to Havenstreet, by
showing artefacts, signs and memorabilia from their collection, related objects and
artworks from the IW Heritage Service Collection, AJ Wells & Sons, as well as a series
of artist’s and school’s response work. We had hoped to install this exhibition in our
West Gallery and open to the public in early January, but due to the new lockdown
restrictions, we have digitised the works and brought the exhibition to life online!

